Transport in Lakes Entrance set to boost as Tambo Valley Cabs
team up with 13cabs
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Today, Tambo Valley Cabs reveals it has teamed up with 13cabs, in order to deliver a better
resourced and service focused taxi service for the people of Lakes Entrance and its visitors.
Tambo Valley Cabs new partnership with 13cabs will see local taxis enhanced with
distinctive 13cabs branding to provide customers with a more robust service offering
including a dedicated 24/7 Contact Centre, wheelchair access vehicles and a better way to
book, track and pay for their next cab ride via the 13cabs app.
Eddie Fizyczak, Director of the Lakes Entrance fleet and an East Gippsland local says, “As
we continue to see year-on-year growth in East Gippsland for both its residential
population and annual visitors, we also see heightened demand for more convenient and
accessible transport specific to Lakes Entrance.”
“Working with 13cabs, Australia’s largest taxi network, will bring a better service to offer
our Lakes Entrance customers with an easy to use booking system just in time for the
busy holiday period.”
Greg Hardeman, General Manager of 13cabs Victoria said, “At 13cabs we see working with
Tambo Valley Cabs as another opportunity to bring equitable and accessible transport
solutions to Australia’s regionals areas. The 13cabs Lakes Entrance fleet will have the
most up-to-date dispatch system currently available for Drivers.
“By growing 13cabs in region, locals and visitors of Lakes Entrance can now book taxis
from their phones via the 13cabs app. The access to award winning technology and
13cabs’ support network will bring better transportation solutions to the Lakes Entrance
community.” Hardeman ends.
Anyone who’s interested in driving with 13cabs is welcome to call Eddie 5157 5336.
Lakes Entrance is the latest in a series of regional centres to benefit from a partnership with
13cabs following a successful rollout of Mackay and the Whitsundays in October, Harvey
Bay, Tweed Heads in July and a series of NSW and Victorian centres in the past couple of
years.
Lakes Entrance locals can access the new cab services by downloading the 13cabs app or
by calling the new 24/7 Contact Centre on 13 2227. Passengers can also now book and
pay for their rides on the app with the newly launched feature, Quick Ride with Apple Pay.
13cabs is the largest taxi network in Australia, directly supporting 10,000 vehicles and 40,000
Drivers. 13cabs believes in the importance of accessible, dependable and equitable transport
within the community and are building the team, technology and brands to support this

delivery. 13cabs is part of A2B Australia Limited.
A2B Australia is home to brands including 13cabs, Silver Service, CHAMP, Cabcharge, EFT
Solutions, and Mobile Technologies International
For more information, please visit 13cabs.com.au
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